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Before the COVID-19 pandemic, many organizations had stalled or
never started cloud strategies. It wasn’t that organizations did not
understand the power of moving to the cloud. Instead, there were
several roadblocks that limited progress.
1. Technology costs: Moving to the
cloud is expensive in the short
term. Rehosting, migrating, and
reengineering core business systems
that have been actively managed over
decades takes real serious dollars,
only exacerbated by technical debt
and patchy documentation.
2. Labor costs: Moving to the cloud
requires a reskilling of the workforce
as well. This requires extensive
change management to drive
appropriate adoption, which can
impact productivity in the short term.
3. Security concerns: Companies do
not like depending on a third-party
company to hold critical enterprise
assets, including sensitive data. Even
with cloud providers with impeccable
security records, companies still
are concerned about depending on
employees of an external entity (e.g.,
possibilities of stolen credentials)
4. Accounting changes: Companies
historically invested in technology
with significant upfront costs
and lower ongoing maintenance
costs. Moving to the cloud requires
switching from CAPEX to OPEX,
which requires the financial and
accounting departments to reorient their structures. Accounting
and allocation systems equipped
to handle fixed costs which allowed
effective long-range planning.
They also may not have had the right partner working side-by-side to identify and
address the opportunities cloud brings. And, above all, many organizations took the
tried-and-true approach: “if it is not broken, don’t fix it.”
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Organizations are
moving to the cloud
faster than ever before
But then the pandemic hit, and suddenly the existing
operating model did break overnight and did need
immediate fixing. Businesses suddenly needed to
accelerate digital responses. The pandemic created
a sense of urgency in organizations. Customers,
partners, and vendors demanded seamless interaction
across channels with a focus on low-touch options.
Employees and gig workers, meanwhile, needed a
flexible, fully secure digital place of work.
Many organizations were caught flatfooted by
the inability to connect their remote workforce to
technology, the home office, and each other, so they
embraced and accelerated digital transformation
initiatives. In other words, the “return to investments”
calculations changed dramatically when having a
sustainable and growing business was not possible
without digital transformation. And, of course, the
hallmark of their digital transformation initiatives was a
concerted move to the cloud.
But it goes beyond the pandemic. A commissioned
study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of
UST in April 2021 found that 80% of digitally advanced
firms utilize cloud services for all of their digital
experiences. Doing so makes those digitally advanced
organizations more agile and efficient and unlocks
significant customer and revenue growth.
Organizations that began their cloud journeys realize
that there were many different approaches to the
cloud, such as hybrid through the distribution of
workloads across the hyperscale cloud providers and
private clouds, which supported the management
of sensitive data and applications with extensive
containerization and cloud readiness. Additionally, AI
and ML based user behavior analytics and security at
the edge matured to meet these needs without an
exponential increase in costs.
Embracing cloud infrastructure enables transforming
a business’ traditional, stand-alone IT into an
experience-centric business enabler.
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Identifying the ROI in cloud
transformations
In most competitive industries, technology efforts that cannot demonstrate, measure
and prove business value will stall in the planning stage. According to a recent MIT
report, companies expect technologies to improve operational efficiencies, enhance
customer experience and innovatively disrupt existing business models.
Going digital-first enables continuous change that must be carefully synchronized to
measurable business value. Technology-led transformations have to meet a high bar to
be funded sustainably.
Approaches without clear objectives, supported by data, such as “we will build the data
lake and fishes will appear,” will not get funded. Executives and corporate boards will
require documentation for any claims.

Here are three ways that cloud enables
a successful digital-first business
strategy.
1.

Getting measurable value from
transformation efforts already
underway
Most enterprises had already
implemented agile processes in
their software development lifecycle
(SDLC). This means they have adopted
quicker, iterative methodologies to
increase the speed of the development
cycle.
However, companies will not fully
realize the power of agile processes
without building the right cloud
infrastructure. Agile methodologies
are a mindset; they need the right
technology to maximize their impact.
Cloud provides the technological
backbone to harness the agile
approach.

By developing a new businesstechnology operating model that
exploits cloud for speed, agility,
and efficient scalability, they can
more effectively innovate and bring
solutions to market quicker.
In addition, we have found it
very effective to have centers
for enablement (C4E) to support
the standard-setting centers of
excellence (CoEs). These teams
get embedded in projects for
short periods and ensure rollouts
of transformation efforts. They
are successful when they ensure
sustained adoption. Automating
core processes through tools and
solutions will allow more effective
execution of tasks, allowing
the workforce to focus on more
important duties.
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2. Industrializing innovation efforts
Identifying sustainable business value
created by digital transformation is
a common challenge. Cloud enables
businesses to test and deploy new
solutions more rapidly to generate
real revenue instead of getting
stuck in prototyping or testing
limbo. Businesses have historically
struggled with turning a pilot into an
industrialized product or solution.
Cloud enables companies to get
innovative with their innovation.
•

•

Building the ROI and
measurement framework along
with solution architecture and
using that as a filter for further
effort
For the problems which are
valuable, design for scale from
day one – the engineering effort
for the development of the
product leverages production
class frameworks and platforms
as well as an extensive
ecosystem of cutting-edge
partnerships with startups and
universities

3. Ease adoption and track business
value
A lot of business logic, built on the
experience of mature enterprises, is
codified in company systems but is
not well documented for effective
and error-free re-engineering. The
few subject matter experts who
know the system are busy with
day-to-day operations and do not
have time to develop requirement
specs for modernization. Automated
migrations from one technology
to another typically come up with
issues like changing to an objectoriented paradigm from procedural
languages.
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Cloud transformations offer the
opportunity to integrate deep
engineering approaches into reverse
engineering – with code parsers,
pattern identifiers, transformation
to target environments and finally
integrated source code in the
required technologies.
The second issue is to manage
ITOps in the world of GitOps
and hyper-frequent releases.
Automation of developer-centric
infrastructure for continuous
integration and deployment along
with capabilities offered by the
hyperscale cloud providers has
resulted in declarative repositories
for environment configuration.
While this approach is developercentric and friendly, it minimizes
the role of traditional ITOps, whose
role morphs to ensuring that the
proper designs are built into the
management of areas like secrets
and data privacy.
As mentioned earlier, while CoEs set
standards, toolsets and processes,
execution needs more hands-on
support provided by C4Es.
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How UST can help
Your journey is our journey
The customer is at the center of everything we do. Our flat organization empowers
associates to create real-world solutions.
UST has a suite of cloud solutions to accelerate your transformation that produces
business value. We have a deep commitment to collaborate and a powerful network
of inspiring experts. Additionally, our innovation ecosystem is a web of partners,
programs and innovation centers that work together to enhance your offerings,
increase speed to market and apply novel approaches to your challenges. Our
domain-based consulting focus means we understand your business and its
unique challenges.
UST CloudVelocity brings 2X speed
to migration projects eliminate
manual efforts in discovery, analysis,
planning and migration through AI and
repeatable migration processes.
UST MultiCloud Manager simplifies
cloud operations by increasing visibility,
standardization and control through a
single view.
UST PACE speeds design and
development through a digital
acceleration platform of curated
ecosystem tools, reusable components
and microservices.
UST IQ addresses enterprise data
needs from ingestion to insight with
a comprehensive modular platform
designed to manage every aspect of the
data engineering pipeline.

Cyberproof, UST's cyber security
offering enables operational efficiency
with complete transparency to
dramatically reduce the cost and time
needed to respond to security threats
and minimize business impact.
UST App Modernization Solutions
design and modernize business
portfolios to harness converging
technologies and drive disruptive
innovation.
UST CloudOptim provides immediate
infrastructure optimization by
performing an end-to-end assessment
and remediation of existing cloud
operations, governance, purchasing,
and provisioning.
UST Fortuna brings the best of
the public cloud to a completely
customizable private cloud providing an
array of cloud IaaS and PaaS services in
your on-premises environment.

Work with us
Change is the only thing that’s constant in today’s business environment.
Companies need to keep pace with customer demands by integrating
technologies such as the cloud to deliver what they need. A digital-first strategy
requires technology readiness to support a business environment that is
changing at speed. Visit: ust.com/cloud to learn more about our cloud services.

Together, we build
for boundless
impact
About UST

For more than 20 years, UST has worked side by side with the world's best
companies to make a real impact through transformation. UST leverages
15+ years of infrastructure expertise to expand and manage our clients'
cloud footprints and modernize applications for ultimate flexibility and
scale. Powered by technology, inspired by people, and led by our purpose,
we partner with our clients from design to operation. Through our nimble
approach, we identify their core challenges and craft disruptive solutions
that bring their vision to life. Together, with over 26,000 employees in 25
countries, we build for boundless impact—touching billions of lives in the
process. Visit our website to learn more and receive a free consultation.
Visit us at ust.com/cloud
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